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SAN DIEGO GUILD OF PUPPETRY 

PUPPET THEATRE EDUCATION PROGRAMMING 
 

WHY PUPPET THEATRE? 

PUPPET THEATRE IS THE PERFECT VEHICLE FOR DEVELOPING AND PRACTICING life, 

curricular, theatre and social skills, among them: cooperation, concentration, 

communication, problem solving, listening and speaking skills, and creative and physical 

expression 

A NUMBER OF THEATRE STANDARDS ARE MIRRORED IN OTHER AREAS OF THE 

CURRICULUM, especially in language art.  For example, Theatre 1.2 and 4.2 and Language 

Arts 3.1 all address the differences between real, imaginary and fantasy characters and 

stories. 

Unlike other forms of theatre, IN PUPPET THEATRE, ANYONE CAN PLAY ANY PART. One 

is not limited by size, age, gender, ethnic origin, or physical /verbal ability.  What 

matters is their ability to imagine and create a believable character, and bring it to life as 

a puppet. 

PUPPETRY CAN HELP BUILD EMPATHY.  It allows the puppeteer to try out different 

roles, learn what it is like to walk in another person’s shoes 

PUPPETRY HELPS UNLOCK CREATIVITY, RELEASE 

INHIBITIONS, AND FOCUS ENERGY. Puppetry accesses 

many different learning styles and multiple 

intelligences.  Often student behavior is different in a 

puppet theatre program than in the regular 

classroom.   For example, a shy child can happily 

portray a bold, brash character, while a child who has 

difficulty keeping still and concentrating under most 

circumstances may focus intently on manipulating a 

slow-moving, timid creature. Indeed, children of all 

ages tend to immerse themselves as they work to 

bring a puppet to life.  

 

Puppetry teaches… 

Creative problem-solving skills; 

Cooperation & teamwork; 

Verbal expression & language 

development; 

Large & fine motor skills;  

Communication & listening skills 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  

All these objectives are inherent in puppet theatre and important learning in developing 

both puppet theatre and curricular skills. Everything we do with The Very Busy Spider 

will work toward these learning objectives. 

 

 Focus: developing students’ ability to concentrate 

 Improvisation: developing students’ ability to think on their feet 

 Verbal and Physical Expression: developing students’ ability to speak to an audience 

with emotional range and evocative movement (both as live and/or masked actors 

and as puppeteers, bringing a puppet to life through growing manipulation skills  

 Projection: developing students’ ability to be heard, be seen and be present, as both 

actors and puppeteers  

 Understanding: develop students’ cognition and critical thinking skills 

 Problem Solving: developing the thinking skills necessary to lead to logical and 

positive conclusions. 

 

 

Important ideas for 

kindergarteners in this year’s 

puppet theatre residency: 

Practicing vocal, listening 

and movement skills 

Exploring the difference 

between real and imaginary 

Working on the concept of 

beginning, middle & end 
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 1  

INTRODUCTION TO PUPPETRY 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss the vocabulary of theatre: Puppet, character, cooperation, audience.  

1.2 Identify differences between real people and imaginary characters. 

2.2 Perform group pantomimes and improvisations to retell familiar stories. 

4.2 Compare a real story with a fantasy story. 

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

• What beginning skills do I need to create theatre? 

• What knowledge and terms do I need to know and how do I apply them to theatre? 

• How do I respond to theatre and how does theatre relate to me? 

• How does theatre help me relate to others? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES 

• Students will perform both in warm-up and while creating movements for the various characters. 

• Students will act out characters in the story and show an understanding of the vocabulary. 

• Students will portray different characters through role-playing. 

MATERIALS 

• Very Busy Spider by Eric Carle 

• Set of flat-rod will be available for check out during non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns 

for building set of your own  will be provided in lesson three) 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities (as possible) 

Words to know: 

• puppet: any object you bring to life to tell their story to the audience 

• character: part in a play 

• audience: people who watch, listen and respond to live theatre 

• cooperation working together to accomplish something 

RESOURCES 

• Reference sheet explaining different puppet types 
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WARM UP (Engage students, access prior learning, review, hook or activity to focus the student 

for learning) 

 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 

CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 
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MODELING I (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction) 

• Introduce story of The Very Busy Spider.  Talk about the difference between a book and a play. 

How are they the same?  How are they different?  

• Talk about what a puppet is and does. Collect ideas from students and create a definition. 

• Show one of puppets to be used and ask if students can identify the type of puppet it is (Not the 

animal it is, but the type of puppet it is.)  “How does the puppeteer move the puppet? Answer:  by 

a stick, or the preferred puppeteer term, a rod or rods?” 

• Discuss the jobs of actors, puppeteers, and audience.    

• Read the book.  Stop to ask students how each character moves and what sounds it makes.  

Experiment with movement and sound.  

• Talk about the differences between real, imaginary and fantasy characters. Talk about how a 

puppet character is different from a real character. Talk about pretending. In theatre the 

performers “pretend” to be the characters they are portraying.  In puppet theatre the job of the 

puppeteer is to make the puppet seem to be “alive”.  

GUIDED PRACTICE I(Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback) 

• Have students stand and parade in a circle, acting out each animal’s movement and sound.  Do 

this in the order that the animals appear in the story to develop sequencing.   

MODELING II (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction) 

• Have students sit in a circle.  Bring out puppets one at a time.  Pick student(s) to manipulate 

each puppet, walking it around circle, working on movement and cooperation (most are two-

person puppets).  Rest of class joins in and makes sounds of puppet.  

DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place. Did students meet expected outcomes?) 

• “What did we learn about the job of an actor?  Of a puppeteer?  Of an audience member?” 

• “What is the puppeteer’s main job?” 

• “What was it like to do the movement and the sound?” 

• “What did you notice when you were making the sound?  What did you notice when you working 

the puppet?” 

• “What were the challenges in working the puppet?” 
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For further discussion: 

• “What would the characters’ movement look like?” 

• “What choices did the characters make that you agreed with?  That you disagreed with?” 

EXTENSION (Expectations created by the teacher that encourages students to participate in 

further research, make connections and apply understanding and skills previously learned to 

personal experiences.) 

• Students draw pictures of what they remember of the story. 

• When moving from the classroom to another location, practice moving like the animals in The 

Very Busy Spider. 

• When reading other books with students, have the students speak as the characters would and 

experiment with different movements.  
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 2 

INTRODUCTION TO PUPPETS 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss the vocabulary of theatre: Actor, puppeteer, narrator. 

2.1  Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

2.2  Perform group pantomimes and improvisations to retell familiar stories. 

3.1  Retell or dramatize stories, myths and fables and fairy tales from various cultures and times.  

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

• What beginning skills do I need to create theatre? 

• How do I use my senses to experience theatre? What are the five senses? How they apply to 

the theatre experience? 

• What connections can I make between elements and concepts of theatre and other disciplines 

and curricular areas? 

 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES 

• Students will perform both in warm-up and while creating movements for the various characters. 

• Students show an understanding of the vocabulary through acting out characters. 

• Students will understand and portray different characters through role-playing. 

 

MATERIALS 

• Very Busy Spider by Eric Carle 

• Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out 

during non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building set of your own  will be provided 

in lesson three) 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities (as possible) 

NEW Words to know: 

• actor: someone who pretends to be someone else in a play, a movie or on TV 

• narrator: someone who helps tell the story that is being acted out 

• puppeteer: a person who manipulates and brings a puppet to life 
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WARM UP (Engage students, access prior learning, review, hook or activity to focus the student 

for learning) 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 

CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

MODELING (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction)    & 

GUIDED PRACTICE (Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback) 

• Ask students to explain the jobs of actors and puppeteers.   

• Ask students to review the definition of a puppet that they came up with in Lesson 1.    

• Introduce the concept of narrator and the difference between an actor and a narrator.  Discuss 

why having a narrator is important in some stories, using Very Busy Spider as an example.  

• Have students sit in a circle.  Bring out puppets one at a time.  Go around the circle, having 

students manipulate each puppet.  Have teacher play the part of the narrator.  Students, when 

their turn comes, will stand, take several steps backwards so that they can move their puppet 

completely around the outside of the circle, working on movement and cooperation (most are two-

person puppets) before returning to their places and sitting down again.  The rest of class joins in 

making the sounds of puppet.  

• As students move around circle, suggest different movement possibilities for each puppet: walk 

slowly, walk fast, move as if afraid, move as if angry, take one step forward and two back, etc.  

• Discuss how puppeteers can show movement even with puppets that do not have legs that 

move.  

• Ask students how many legs each animal has. Ask how many hands/ how many people it would 

take to move each animal effectively if all the animal’s legs and heads and tails could move. 

Discuss the problems.  
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DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place. Did students meet expected outcomes?) 

• “What did you notice when you were working the puppet?” 

• “What did you notice when we told the story with the puppets?” 

EXTENSION (Expectations created by the teacher that encourages students to participate in 

further research, make connections and apply understanding and skills previously learned to 

personal experiences.) 

• Students draw pictures of their favorite animal from the story and explain why it is their favorite.  

• See if students can remember the order in which the animals appeared.   

• Practice having students recreate the animal movements when in line or elsewhere.  
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 2A 

INTRODUCTION TO PUPPETS (CONTINUED) 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1  Discuss the vocabulary of theatre: Review: Puppet, character, cooperation, audience, 

narrator, and add new vocabulary: stage and walk through. 

2.1  Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

2.2  Perform group pantomimes and improvisations to retell familiar stories. 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

• What beginning skills do I need to create theatre? 

• How do I use my senses to experience theatre? What are the five senses? How they apply to 

the theatre experience? 

• What connections can I make between elements and concepts of theatre and other disciplines 

and curricular areas? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES 

• Students will perform both in warm-up and while creating movements for the various characters. 

• Students will display understanding of the characters in the story by performing them. 

• Students will participate as good audience members by watching, listening, and responding 

appropriately.  

MATERIALS 

• Very Busy Spider by Eric Carle 

• Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out 

during non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building set of your own  will be provided 

in lesson three) 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities (as possible) 

NEW Words to know: 

• stage: area in a theater where a performance takes place; often a raised area 

• walk through: going through a play from start to finish, stopping to explain each action, 

discussing what comes next, and how best to act it out. 

WARM UP (Engage students, access prior learning, review, hook or activity to focus the student 

for learning) 

“1, 2, 3,  4, 5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 
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CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

MODELING (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction)     

• Have student discuss the job of an audience (to pay attention, to listen, to watch, to appreciate a 

performance).  

• Talk about what happens in a performance, and in what order things happen (lights in room go 

down, show is announced, action starts, performance begins, proceeds to the middle, finally 

ends, and everyone applauds). Walk them through it from turning down room lights to applause. 

GUIDED PRACTICE (Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback) 

• Play “What Happens Next”. Ask students to pretend that the classroom is a theatre. Explain that 

you will be asking them to walk through the process and as they do, with each step, you will call 

out  “FREEZE” and you’ll ask them “What Happens Next”, and they will act it out. To start, have 

them all line up at door and say “FREEZE! What Happens Next?” They need to come in to the 

room. When all are in, call out “FREEZE! What Happens Next?” They need to find a place to sit. 

“FREEZE”. Have students decide where the stage is. “FREEZE.  What Happens Next?” They 

need to decide where they should sit.  “FREEZE!  What Happens Next?” They need to decide 

that the lights will go down (Turn off lights in room). “FREEZE!  What Happens Next?” Show is 

announced and show starts. “FREEZE!  What Happens Next?” Everyone watches and responds 

appropriately.  “FREEZE! What Happens Next?” Lights come back on, and everyone applauds. 

•. Have students sit in two lines, with one line behind the other, with all facing a clear area that 

will, in the following discussion, be designated as the “Stage”.  Make sure there is about 3 feet 

between the two rows.  

•. Discuss with students what is a stage. Collect answers, then define it succinctly, and gesture to 

area that they are facing, defining the “stage” area.  
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•.Introduce the “stage” space to students - point to where students should enter the stage.  

Demonstrate how they should manipulate their puppets walking  across the “stage” , and where 

they will exit to return to their seats.  

•.Then tell students that you will be laying out puppets on the floor in front of them so that they 

can act out the story.  The puppets will be laid out in the order that they will appear in the play.  

Ask the students not to touch the puppets that will be placed in front of them until you give the 

word to do so.  

•.To begin the process of laying out the puppets, ask students which puppet comes first in the 

story. When the correct answer is given bring out the puppet named and lay it on the floor in front 

of the student(s) starting in the left hand corner. Ask which puppet comes next, and when the 

correct answer is given, that puppet is brought out and positioned on the floor next to the first 

puppet.  Go through the whole story, laying out puppets in order from left to right across the first 

row, and then right to left across second row (reminiscent of the circle pattern from the previous 

week).  Explain to the students that today they will be working the puppet that has been set in 

front of them.  As puppets are manipulated across the stage, have all students speak for each of 

the animals.   

• At the end of the walk-through, lead everyone in applause. 
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DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place. Did students meet expected outcomes?) 

• “What did you notice when you were working the puppet?” 

• “What did you notice when we told the story with the puppets?” 

• “What happens if we miss a step in preparing for a performance?” 

• “How did it feel to be applauded for your performance?” 

EXTENSION (Expectations created by the teacher that encourages students to participate in 

further research, make connections and apply understanding and skills previously learned to 

personal experiences.) 

• Students draw pictures of their favorite animal from the story and explain why it is their favorite.  

• See if students can remember the order in which the animals appeared.   

• Practice having students recreate the animal movements when in line or elsewhere.  
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 3 

MAKING PUPPETS  

THEATRE CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss vocabulary of theatre, reviewing those such as puppet, character, cooperation, 

audience, and add: beginning, middle, end and sequence. 

2.1  Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

4.1 Respond appropriately to a theatrical experience as an audience member. 

 

VISUAL ARTS CONTENT STANDARDS 

2.2 Demonstrate beginning skill in the use of tools and procedures, such as the use of scissors, 

glue, and paper in creating three-dimensional construction. 

2.7 Create a 3-D form such as a real or imaginary animal.  

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

• What beginning puppet building skills do I need?  

• How does theatre help me relate to others and the world around me? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES 

• Students will demonstrate the ability to make simple puppets by following instructions. 

• Students demonstrate understanding of vocabulary through action and dialogue. 

• Students will begin work on sequence of story (The order in which puppets appear.). 

 

MATERIALS 

• Very Busy Spider by Eric Carle 

• Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out 

during non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building set of your own  will be provided 

in lesson three) 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities (as possible) 

NEW Words to know:   

*sequence of play/story: beginning, middle, end  

* control: 2 meanings: 1) means by which a puppeteer brings their puppet to life. eg. With the 

type of puppet used here, the control is a rod. 2) what a puppeteer must concentrate/focus on in 

order to bring their puppet to life. 

* manipulate: Moving a puppet 
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WARM UP (Engage students, access prior learning, review, hook or activity to focus the student 

for learning) 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 

CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

MODELING (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction)  

• Review the steps in the building process with students:  

1) We will pass out large (approx. 12x16) mats for students to work on. 

2) We will pass out magic markers for students to color their puppets 

3) We will hold up the different characters in the story and allow students to pick the two they 

want to make today 

4) Everyone will color their puppets.     

5) When a student is finished coloring, they are to raise their hand and they will then be given a 

pair of scissors to cut out their puppet.  

6) When a student is finished both coloring and cutting, they will clean up their space and raise 

their hand. 

7) The teacher or one of the teaching artists will bring the student a paper punch to cut out the 

“x”s, rod controls as needed, and tape to attach the rod controls. 

Once the students have completed their puppets: 

• Have students sit in circle. 
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• Ask them if they know what a puppet does best. (Hint: a short, 4 letter word that starts with “M”- 

Answer: Move.  Review the vocabulary word “manipulate”.  Explain that they will now be asked to 

“manipulate” their puppets. Explain that these puppets are for them to practice with in their 

classrooms. 

• Have students tell the beginning of the story. Ask students who made one of the beginning 

puppets (sun, spider) to hold it up, manipulate it, and make the sound it would make, if it makes a 

sound. 

• Talk about the middle of the story. Ask students if they have noticed anything about the order in 

which the animals appear in the middle of the story (They start with the biggest, the horse, and 

work down to the smallest, the rooster).   

• Have students tell the end of the story. Ask students who made one of the ending puppets 

(spider, fly, and owl) to hold it up, manipulate it, and make the sound it would make, if it makes a 

sound. 

• Have them hold up their puppets, in the order (sequence) they appeared in the story going from 

one animal to the next. Have them manipulate them, and make the sound they would make. 

DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place. Did students meet expected outcomes?) 

• “Does the order in which the animals appear in the middle of this story make a difference to the 

story? Would it make just as much sense if you were to mix up the order?  Think about other 

stories you know. Does the order make a difference in them?”  

• “What was it like to make the puppets?”   

• “What are some differences between manipulating the smaller puppets and the bigger 

puppets?”  

• “What did you notice when you were working with your new puppets?” 

• “What did you notice when we told the story with the puppets?” 

EXTENSION (Expectations created by the teacher that encourages students to participate in 

further research, make connections and apply understanding and skills previously learned to 

personal experiences.) 

• Students can make additional puppets from the story with materials made available to their 

teachers.  

• Students can make a fence for the spider to build her web in out of 4 popsicle sticks glued 

together, and mounted in 2 small lumps of clay. 

• Students can start to practice telling the story with the small puppets they have made, either by 

themselves or with a friend.  
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 4  

INTRODUCTION TO STAGE, ENTRANCES, AND EXIT 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss vocabulary of theatre, review:  puppet, character, cooperation, audience, beginning, 

middle, and end.  Add: exit, entrance, sequence, setting. 

2.1 Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

2.2 Perform group pantomimes and improvisations to retell familiar story. 

4.1 Respond appropriately to a theatrical experience as an audience member. 

5.2 Demonstrate the ability to participate cooperatively in performing a pantomime or dramatizing 

a story.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS  

• What beginning skills do I need?  

• How does one respond theatre and how is theatre relevant to me?  

• How does theatre help me relate to others and the world around me? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES  

- Students will act out characters in the story and will demonstrate an understanding of the 

content vocabulary. 

- Students will participate as good audience members: watch, listen, and respond appropriately.  

MATERIALS   

*Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out during 

non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building your own were provided in lesson 3) 

*Pairs of small practice puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists that are mirror images of 

each other: spider, fly, and enough for each student to have a puppet to work with 

*Large 3D body spider and 5 pieces of cloth for wind provided by puppetry teaching artists 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities 

 NEW Words to know:   

*playboard: place where a puppet play takes place, often, a real wooden board, usually less than 

12”wide, and varying in length. 

•rehearsal: practicing to perform a play 

*scale: an increase or decrease in size to show distance  

*entrance: Place where character enters and becomes visible on stage 

*exit: Place where character leaves stage and disappears from audience’s view 

* setting- where story takes place 
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WARM UP (To physically focus students’ body, mind, voice) 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 

CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide, close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

GUIDED PRACTICE 1 (Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback)  

• Divide students in pairs. Select one pair as the leaders. Hand out small practice puppets. Ask 

leader to move their puppet in slow motion and have their partner mimic (or mirror) their 

movement. The purposes is for the “follower” to concentrate on the “leader”’s movements.  The 

purpose is not to trick or fool your partner but to collaborate with them.  When this is done well, it 

is difficult to tell who is leading and who is following.   After several minutes have partners switch 

roles 

MODELING (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction) 

•Discuss what setting means. Ask students what the setting of Very Busy Spider is.  

•Introduce the stage they will be using for their performance. Show them the playboard. Talk 

about how puppets need to move across it.  

•Have students walk their puppets across the stage from left to right from the audience’s 

perspective (as this is the direction in which we read).  make their entrance, move to down center 

and stop for a count of 3, nod their heads, and then exit.   

• Introduce large body puppet spider and bring small flat rod puppet spider out again to compare 

and contrast the two. . Have one student try on the large spider and demonstrate its use.  

• Discuss scale: How we use it in theatre (and visual art) to show how close or how far away an 

object is. 
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GUIDED PRACTICE 2 (Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback)  

• Ask what the wind is like and how it moves.  Have students pretend they are tiny spiders being 

blown across the room by 1) a gentle breeze and 2) a brisk wind. (Rules: A) Do not bump into 

each other or into any object in the room. 2) When we call out “FREEZE”, freeze in place.) 

• Divide students into 5 groups of three (or 3 groups of 5) and bring out 5 cloths (3 cloths) of 

different weights and colors, to try out as the wind that will blow the spider across the field. Have 

each group practice with each piece of cloth. After each group has had a chance to try each cloth, 

have them come up, one at a time to demonstrate for the rest of the class the way the cloth 

moves. Talk about how each one looks and moves. After discussion, have the class vote on 

which cloth they want to use to be the wind.  Have them present their reasons why that is the best 

cloth to be the wind.  

DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place.  Did students meet expected outcomes?)   

• “Describe what it was like to mirror a partner’s movements.”  

• “What were some of the challenges in mirroring your partner’s movement?” 

• “Did you discover new ways that your puppet could move?”  

• “What was it like to try out the wind cloths?” 

EXTENSION (Expectations created by the teacher that encourages students to participate in 

further research, make connections and apply understanding and skills previously learned to 

personal experiences.)  

• Suggest that students return to class, remembering the way they moved the cloth as the wind, 

and trying to move the same way, but without the cloth.   

• Students can continue to build other small scale individual puppets until they have a complete 

set. They can put them in a file folder for safe storage. 
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 5 

FOCUS AND STAGE DIRECTIONS 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss vocabulary of theatre, especially the stage directions introduced here and in the 

previous session  

2.1 Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

4.1 Respond appropriately to a theatrical experience as an audience member. 

5.2 Demonstrate the ability to participate cooperatively in performing a pantomime or dramatizing 

a story.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS  

• What beginning terminology do I need to understand stage directions?  

• How does one respond theatre and how is it relevant for me?  

• How does theatre help me relate to others and the world around me? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES  

-Students will act out characters in the story and will demonstrate an understanding of  them by 

the way they manipulate them.  

-Students display understanding of the content vocabulary by being able to follow instructions on 

staging 

- Students will participate as good audience members: watch, listen, and respond 

 appropriately.  

MATERIALS   

*Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out during 

non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building your own were provided in lesson 3) 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities 

 NEW Words to know:   

*focus- concentrate; pay attention to instructions; follow directions; 

•rehearsal: practicing to perform a play 

* stage directions: rules and terms for performing on stage 

* cross: Moving across the stage to a specific spot. 

* down center- the middle of the stage, as close to the audience as possible 

*entrance: Place where character enters and becomes visible on stage 

*exit: Place where character leaves stage and disappears from audience’s view 
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WARM UP (To physically focus students’ body, mind, voice) 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 

CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

MODELING (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction)  

• Discuss and demonstrate 4 stage directions: cross, entrance, exit and down center.  

• Discuss what color a puppeteer usually wears when performing (Answer: Black, if against a 

black curtain…And sometimes the puppeteer will also wear black gloves and a black hood, so no 

one can see who they are. Talk about why this is wonderful for some people, and a challenge for 

others (Shy person likes to disappear. Actor likes everyone to notice them.)  

• Lead a discussion about what rehearsal means. Talk about needing everyone’s cooperation, 

concentration, collaboration and creativity. Another word for all that: FOCUS.  

• Think about what possible sounds would work for cat, dog, rooster, fly, owl… We will already 

have discussed a number in the preceding sessions. Think if there are other important ones that 

could be added to make the show better.  

• Describe how we’ll be doing the show: everyone will sit in the audience until their turn comes.  

When their turn comes, they will get up, make their entrance from stage right, cross down center, 

exit stage left and return to their places so they can be a part of the audience again. Discuss how 

both the audience and the puppeteers are equally important: A puppeteer needs an audience to 

perform for. An audience needs a performance to watch and enjoy. 
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GUIDED PRACTICE (Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback)  

• Rehearse whole show, stopping and starting as needed.    

• Audience watches and applauds at the end. 

DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place.  Did students meet expected outcomes?)   

• “Why is rehearsal important?” 

•  Ask for input from students on what they most liked: in the performance, in rehearsing, in the 

story 

• Ask how students felt about the spider eating the fly? 

• Ask how it might feel if they were a spider? Or a fly? 

• Talk about treating all creatures kindly, and their role in the world. 
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 6 

ASSIGNING ROLES 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss vocabulary of theatre, reviewing and reinforcing concepts and definitions 

2.1 Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

4.1 Respond appropriately to a theatrical experience as an audience member. 

5.2 Demonstrate the ability to participate cooperatively in performing a pantomime or dramatizing 

a story.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS  

• What skills do I need to use in the rehearsal process  and for performance?  

• How does one respond theatre and how is it relevant for me?  

• How does theatre help me relate to others and the world around me? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES  

-Students will perform both in warm-up and while rehearsing movements for the various 

 characters they are performing 

-Students display understanding of the characters in the story by performing them 

-Students participate as good audience members: watch, listen, and respond appropriately.   

MATERIALS   

*Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out during 

non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building your own were provided in lesson 3) 

•Large 3D body spider 

- Drum  and/or other rhythm instruments to add musical accompaniment to performance 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities 

 NEW Words to know:   

*director – the person in charge of the performance. Everyone( actors/puppeteers/crew… 

everyone involved in the show )  is expected to try their best to do what the director asks them to 

do. 

*role: the part played in a performance by an actor/puppeteer 
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RESOURCES  

• Prior to this lesson, discuss the best way of selecting parts with the teaching artist the week 

before. It may be the same for each class, or different, depending on each individual teacher. 

• Sheet for Part Assignments 

WARM UP (To physically focus students’ body, mind, voice) 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 

CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

GUIDED PRACTICE (Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback)  

• Divide students into two groups, one group will practice manipulating the large body spider, and 

one group will practice spinning the small spider’s web. Take turns until everyone has had a 

chance.  Switch and practice bringing the other puppet to life. Note: for the large spider, have 

everyone in the group follow the spider wearer’s lead, mimicking their movements as precisely as 

possible.  

MODELING (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction)  

 • Review what a puppeteer’s job is (To bring an object to life to tell a story for an audience)… 

That if you perform your job really well, you will become almost invisible to the audience, but your 

puppet will be very alive. 

• Explain that today is the day that we’ll be picking parts and do so 

• Have the students review the steps of the performance: 1) Everyone will sit in the audience until 

their turn comes.  2) When their turn comes, they will get up, make their entrance from stage 
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right, 3) cross down center, 4)  exit stage left and return to their places in the audience.  

• Explain that both the audience and the puppeteers have equally important roles: A puppeteer 

needs an audience to perform for. An audience needs a performance to watch and enjoy. 

GUIDED PRACTICE 

 • Rehearse whole show, stopping and starting as needed.    

• Audience watches and applauds at the end. 

DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place.  Did students meet expected outcomes?)   

• “Share something one of your classmates did well during the performance.”  

• “Describe some appropriate audience behavior that you saw today.” 

• “Overall, what can we all do to make the show even better?”  
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 7 

RUN THROUGH 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss vocabulary of theatre, reviewing and reinforcing concepts and definitions 

2.1 Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

4.1 Respond appropriately to a theatrical experience as an audience member. 

5.2 Demonstrate the ability to participate cooperatively in performing a pantomime or dramatizing 

a story.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS  

• What skills do I need to use in the rehearsal process  and for performance?  

• How does one respond theatre and how is it relevant for me?  

• How does theatre help me relate to others and the world around me? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES  

-Students will act out characters in the story and show an understanding  of the vocabulary, 

movement, character and sequence of the story. 

-Students will perform both in warm-up and while rehearsing movements for the various 

characters they are performing 

-Students participate as good audience members: watch, listen, and respond appropriately.  

MATERIALS   

•Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out during 

non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building your own were provided in lesson 3) 

•Large 3D body spider and length of material for wind 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities 

NEW Words to Know: 

•  Run Through: A rehearsal that goes from start to finish with no stops 

•  Bow: to bend the head or body forward as a signal of acknowledging the applause of an 

audience at the end of a performance 

•  Performance: a presentation or show  of an artistic work(play, music, dance,etc) for an 

audience 

WARM UP (To physically focus students’ body, mind, voice) 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 
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CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

MODELING (Presentation of new material, demonstration of the process, direct instruction)  

• Have students sit as they will for performance. Discuss how sound effects can add dramatic 

effect to a performance. Try out several to see which students like and can do most effectively: 

a)  blowing sounds for wind; b) differentiate clip clop sounds for horse, cow, sheep, goat; c) slurpy 

sounds for pig, as though walking through mud; d) panting sound for dog;  

• Lead the students in a review of the show: Everyone will sit in the audience until their turn 

comes.  When their turn comes, they will get up, make their entrance from stage right, cross 

down center, exit stage left and return to the audience.  

• Introduce what the term “run through” means.  

• Pick students to perform the various sound effects that were decided on 

GUIDED PRACTICE (Application of knowledge, problem solving, corrective feedback)  

• Have the students do a run through of the show: rehearse the whole show, from start to finish, 

with no stops. 

MODELING II: 

• Describe how students will take their bows at the end of the show, and practice it several times. 

• Explain that the next session will be the performance. Explain that they will be performing  for 

their parents or peers, whatever their teacher has chosen.  
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• Explain the procedure for the performance session: It will start with everyone putting on a black, 

long sleeved shirt that we will provide, and maybe even black gloves. There will be a final dress 

rehearsal, and then the invited audience will arrive, the students will perform. Afterwards they will 

receive certificates and lots of applause.  

DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place.  Did students meet expected outcomes?)   

• “Share something new you saw one of your classmates do that was successful.”  

• “Overall, brainstorm ways to make the show even better.”  

• “How do you feel about performing during the next session?” 

• “What are your expectations about performing for an audience?” 

EXTENSION (Expectations created by the teacher that encourages students to participate in 

further research, make connections and apply understanding and skills previously learned to 

personal experiences.)  

• Encourage students to continue experimenting with sounds for the different creatures in the 

play.   

• Encourage students to make a playbill for the performance.  The playbill can include the title of 

the play, the list of their names and the parts they will each play, drawing of each character.   
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THE VERY BUSY SPIDER  - LESSON 8 

DRESS REHEARSAL & PERFORMANCE 

CONTENT STANDARDS 

1.1 Discuss vocabulary of theatre, reviewing and reinforcing concepts and definitions 

2.1 Perform imitative movements, rhythmic activities, and theatre games. 

4.1 Respond appropriately to a theatrical experience as an audience member. 

5.2 Demonstrate the ability to participate cooperatively in performing a pantomime or dramatizing 

a story.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS  

• What skills do I need to use in the rehearsal process  and for performance?  

• How does one respond theatre and how is it relevant for me?  

• How does theatre help me relate to others and the world around me? 

OBJECTIVES & STUDENT OUTCOMES  

-Students will act out characters in the story and show an understanding  of the vocabulary, 

movement, character  and sequence of the story  

-Students participate as good audience members: watch, listen, and respond appropriately.  

-Students will be focused and cooperative, intent on performing to their personal best.   

MATERIALS   

•Set of flat-rod puppets provided by puppetry teaching artists will be available for check out during 

non-puppetry days in puppet studio (patterns for building your own were provided in lesson 3) 

•Large 3D body spider and cloth for wind 

• Video and/or digital camera to document activities 

Long-sleeve black shirts 

Black gloves 

Certificates for students 

NEW Words to Know: 

• Dress rehearsal: final rehearsal before the show will be performed for an audience for the first 

time, usually with full costumes and makeup. 
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WARM UP (To physically focus students’ body, mind, voice) 

“1,2,3,4,5” (clap as you count, speak, and do arm gestures as indicated) 

CLAP…              SAY…                           GESTURE 

Clap one            1, sun                             (stretch arms up & out as though reaching for the sun) 

Clap two             1,2, me and you            (point to yourself and then to students) 

Clap three          1,2,3, earth, air, sea      (on “earth” scrunch close to floor and hold out hands,    

                                                                 stretch fingers wide,close to floor; on “air” stretch up to  

                                                                 toes, stretch arms to sky; on “sea” make waving  

                                                                  movement with both hands) 

Clap four            1,2,3,4, stomp on the floor  (stomp one time on each word) 

Clap five             1,2,3,4,5, jump and jive, jump jive     (On "Jump and Jive", do three tiny jumps, 

side to side: right, left, right,” and on “jump  jive”, do one little jump, then a quick shimmy down 

and up) 

GUIDED PRACTICE 

• Dress Rehearsal: Distribute the black shirts and gloves for students to wear.  Run through 

performance a final time, and prepare for audience to arrive. Have everyone sitting in their places 

and ready to go. Two students could stand at door to welcome audience to the performance. 

PERFORMANCE 

•Words of welcome by teacher or student. 

• Performance. 

• Bows and Applause. 

• Presentation of Certificates 

DEBRIEF AND EVALUATE (Identify problems encountered, ask and answer questions, discuss 

solutions and learning that took place.  Did students meet expected outcomes?)   

• Encourage students to share with families/friends what they especially liked about the 

performance, the puppetry program, and the puppets. 

• Audience invited to share with students.  
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• Encourage students to reflect on what they learned. 

• Lead students in a discussion of what they would like to do next with puppets.  

EXTENSION (Expectations created by the teacher that encourages students to participate in 

further research, make connections and apply understanding and skills previously learned to 

personal experiences.)  

• Have students draw pictures of their favorite part of the puppet residency.  Have the students, or 

their teacher,  write 2-3 sentences describing their picture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  
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APPENDIX A 

Glossary of Terms 

  actor: someone who pretends to be someone else in a play, a movie or on TV 

  audience: people who watch, listen and respond to live theatre 

    bow: to bend the head or body forward as a signal of acknowledging the applause of an 

audience at the end of a performance 

 character: part in a play 

    control: 2 meanings: 1) means by which a puppeteer brings their puppet to life. eg. With 

the type of puppet used here, the control is a rod. 2) what a puppeteer must 

concentrate/focus on in order to bring their puppet to life. 

   cooperation working together to accomplish something 

   cross: Moving across the stage to a specific spot. 

  director – the person in charge of the performance. Everyone( actors/puppeteers/crew… 

everyone involved in the show )  is expected to try their best to do what the director asks 

them to do. 

 down center- the middle of the stage, as close to the audience as possible 

   dress rehearsal: final rehearsal before the show will be performed for an audience for the 

first time, usually with full costumes and makeup. 

   entrance: Place where character enters and becomes visible on stage 

   exit: Place where character leaves stage and disappears from audience’s view 

   focus- concentrate; pay attention to instructions; follow directions; 

 manipulate: Moving a puppet 

 narrator: someone who helps tell the story that is being acted out 

   playboard: place where a puppet play takes place, often, a real wooden board, usually 

less than 12”wide, and varying in length. 

   puppet: any object you bring to life to tell their story to the audience 

 puppeteer: a person who manipulates and brings a puppet to life 

 rehearsal: practicing to perform a play 
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    role: the part played in a performance by an actor/puppeteer 

    run through: A rehearsal that goes from start to finish with no stops 

   performance: a presentation or show  of an artistic work(play, music, dance,etc) for an 

audience 

 scale: an increase or decrease in size to show distance 

   sequence of play/story: beginning, middle, end  

   stage: area in a theater where a performance takes place; often a raised area 

 stage directions: rules and terms for performing on stage 

 walk through: going through a story from start to finish, stopping to explain each action, 

discussing what comes next, and how best to act it out. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

 PART ASSIGNMENTS 

 (DIFFERENT CLASSES MAY CHOOSE TO USE OR NOT USE SUN, WIND, BIG SPIDER) 

Beginning Characters:  
  Sun   _____________ 

  Wind  _____________  and _____________  and _____________    

  Big Spider _____________ 

  Little Spider _____________ 

  Fly  _____________ 
Middle Characters:  
  Horse  ______________ and ________________ 

  Cow  ______________ and ________________ 

  Sheep  ______________ and ________________ 

  Goat  ______________ and ________________ 

  Pig  ______________ and ________________ 

  Dog  ______________ and ________________ 

  Cat  ______________ and ________________ 

  Duck  ______________ and ________________ 

  Rooster ______________ and ________________ 

Ending Characters:  
  Fly  _______________ 

  Small Spider _______________ 

  Owl  _______________ 
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APPENDIX C 
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APPENDIX D  
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APPENDIX E 

 

 

 

 


